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Abstract 
This paper extends an earlier two-part review of bast fibres and their composites.  The paper presents 
recent statistical models which have been applied to natural fibre reinforcements for composite systems.  
Recent research suggests that the rules-of mixture should be extended to include the effects of porosity, 
fibre diameter and yarn twist.  A new fibre area correction factor is introduced to correct for the over-
estimate of fibre cross-section which occurs when an apparent cross-sectional area is calculated from the 
―diameter‖ measured normal to the fibre axis. 
Keywords  A. Fibres; C. Micro-mechanics; C. Statistical properties/methods 
A. Introduction
A.1 The basics 
Statistics is the mathematical science of collecting, analysing, interpreting and presenting data, especially 
where large quantities of numbers are available.  Once the appropriate data set (population) has been 
identified, it may be possible to analyse the whole data set (population census) or for huge data sets it 
may be appropriate to consider a sub-set of the population (sample).  Descriptive statistics use numerical 
descriptors including mean and standard deviation for continuous data types (e.g. height or weight), 
while frequency and percentage are more useful in terms of describing categorical data (e.g. race).  
Inferential statistics analyse patterns in the population and take account of randomness. 
A plot of the normal, or Gaussian, distribution presents a continuous probability distribution with a peak 
at the mean value, and is often referred to as the bell curve.  The arithmetic mean (AM) for a population, 
μ, is the sum of the values for each item, xi, divided by the number of items (N) as given by Equation 1a.  
The arithmetic mean for a sample of that population, , is the sum of the values for each item divided by 
the number of items (n) as given by Equation 1b.  The standard deviation (SD) gives an indication of the 
spread of the data and is calculated using Equation 2a for the entire population or Equation 2b for a 
sample.  The Coefficient of Variation (CoV, Equation 3) measures the scatter of the data points in a data 
set about their mean. The CoV [1] is useful for the comparison of variations between different variables 
even if the means of the variables are significantly different. 
Equation 1a 
Equation 1b 
Equation 2a 
Equation 2b 
Equation 3 
The whole population has a population variance, σSD
2.  Using the statistical theory for a sample gives a
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) for the mean and Equation 2b eliminates the bias that would arise 
from using Equation 2a to calculate a variance from the sampled data. 
The outer limits of a normal distribution can predict that unlikely values will exist, e.g. negative strengths.  
Stress is defined as force/area, and as the concept of negative area is alien to the physical world, that 
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definition in combination with Gaussian statistics could predict compressive failure in tensile tests.  Using 
a log-normal distribution will eliminate this anomaly.  Harrop and Summerscales (1989) [2] have reported 
compressive failures consequent upon tensile fracture of armoured cables where the helically-wound 
reinforcing elements were pultruded Kevlar/epoxy strands. 
 
In data where numbers differ widely, it may be appropriate to use the geometric mean, GeoM, (Equation 
4) and geometric standard deviation, GeoSD, (Equation 5) rather than the arithmetic mean and standard 
deviation.   
 
         Equation 4 
 
where Π indicates the product obtained by multiplying the numbers together. 
 
        Equation 5 
 
The relationship between the geometric parameters and the arithmetic parameters is then given by: 
 
       Equation 6 [1] 
 
    Equation 7 [3] 
 
       Equation 8 [1] 
 
For example, the prediction of the shear modulus (Equation 9) [4] and bulk modulus (Equation 10) [5] of 
orthotropic (Ex ≠ Ey ≠ Ez and θ=90°) materials uses the geometric mean. 
 
  (isotropic)  (orthotropic)  Equation 9 
 
  (isotropic)  (orthotropic)  Equation 10 
 
A.2 Weibull statistics 
The tensile strengths of both natural and man-made fibres are limited by the presence of critical flaws. In 
consequence, the fibres exhibit considerable variation in their strengths and strain/elongation-at-break.  
The probabilistic strength of a material is defined as the loading (stress/strain) which will lead to failure 
of the material under normal environmental conditions for a given probability (relative frequency of 
occurrence). The probabilistic strength of a material is obtained by repeating identical experiments to 
generate a data set of the strengths which is then used to estimate the distribution parameters and allow 
the probability of failure to be derived from the distribution. 
 
The Weibull distribution is widely used to model diverse life (failure) behaviours and to quantify the 
spread in the failure indicators of the tested subject (fibre, composite, material, system, etc) [6, 7].  
Reviews have been published of Weibull statistics for the probabilistic strength of materials [8], for their 
use in relation to filament strengths [9], for fracture [10] and for the strength [11] of fibrous composite 
materials. 
 
The two-parameter Weibull Probability Density Function (PDF) is given by Equation 11 [6, 7].  The PDF 
assumes different characteristic shapes to model different reliabilities and the failure rates.  The PDF is 
dependent on the values of the Weibull distribution parameters:  β  is the shape parameter (Weibull 
modulus),  η  is the scale parameter (the characteristic failure limit, e.g. characteristic fibre strength or 
fibre failure strain) and  σ UTS  is  measured failure limit: 
 
        Equation 11 
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Integration of the PDF yields the two-parameter Weibull Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF): 
 
         Equation 12 
 
The mean of a Weibull distribution, μ, is given by Equation 13 [7]: 
 
         Equation 13 
 
where the gamma function Γ is given in Equation 14: 
 
         Equation 14 
 
The standard deviation of the Weibull distribution is given by Equation 15 [7]: 
 
       Equation 15 
 
The coefficient of variation, CoV, for a Weibull distribution is calculated by substituting the equations for 
the mean (Equation 13) and the standard deviation (Equation 15) in Equation 3: 
        Equation 16 
 
Reinforcement fibres for composites exhibit high variability in their mechanical properties.  In order to 
quantify the variation, the probabilistic strength or fracture strain is modelled using the Weibull 
distribution (e.g. for synthetic [12-17] and natural fibres [18-23]). The probabilistic strength or fracture 
strain data for the reinforcement fibres can then be used to predict the composite strength [11, 24].  The 
Weibull statistical fracture theory is used to predict the probability of failure for a random stress state 
when failure statistics are known for a particular stress state (e.g. tension) [8, 9, 25] and hence permits 
safety assessment of the system. 
 
The probability of a critical flaw increases with fibre length and hence, longer fibres have lower average 
tensile strengths and fracture strains. This follows from Griffith‘s crack theory [26]. The strength at one 
fibre length is often scaled to estimate the strength at a different length. This is the principle of ‗weak link 
scaling‘.  The theory assumes that the total volume of the part/system can be conceptually divided into 
many volume elements and each volume has a small probability of failure and the probability of failure of 
the system is calculated by multiplying the probabilities of survival of each element [16, 25].  Thus, a 
larger volume will have a lower probability of survival on average.  The Weibull distribution has been 
used to quantify the variation in the strength of composites [27] and of wood [28, 29] due to size effects.  
The relationship of the strength (or failure strain) to the fibre length can be modelled using the 
Cumulative Distribution Function with Weak-Link Scaling (CDFWLS) [18, 30-33]: 
 
         Equation 17 
 
where ηw is the scale parameter (characteristic strength) for the Weibull distribution with weak-link 
scaling, l is the designated fibre length and lo is the reference length. For simplicity, the reference length 
is generally normalised to 1. 
 
The Weak-Link Scaling model does not always represent/quantify the experimental observations [13, 17, 
30].  Padgett et al [17] proposed linear and power law models to capture the effect of fibre gauge length 
on tensile strength. The scale parameter was assumed to be a function of fibre gauge length and the 
modified Weibull distribution functions are Equation 18 (linear model) and Equation 19 (power law) 
respectively: 
        Equation 18 
         Equation 19 
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where l is the fibre gauge length and γ is a fitting parameter.  The Weibull distribution parameters for the 
model were estimated by the maximum likelihood method [17, 34]. 
 
The Weibull distribution parameters are normally estimated using the linear regression or the maximum 
likelihood methods [6, 7, 34]. Most authors [14, 18] use the linear regression method as it is simple. The 
Weibull distribution parameters are estimated by rearranging Equation 12 to get Equation 20: 
 
      Equation 20 
 
Equation 20 is in the form y = mx + c, where m = β, c = -β lnη and y = ln(-ln(1-F(σUTS))).  The Weibull 
distribution parameters can thus be obtained from a plot of y against the natural-logarithm of the failure 
limit σUTS.  F(σUTS) is then calculated using the Medial Rank (MR) position [7, 18] of the data points given 
by Equation 21: 
 
          Equation 21 
 
where i is the failure order and N is the total number of samples.  The Weibull parameters are estimated 
from the slope and intercept of the plot using the linear regression method. 
The maximum likelihood method estimates the distribution parameters by maximizing the likelihood 
function based on the given data set [34]. The maximum likelihood method can be used to fit complex 
statistical models and the error (or confidence) bound can be calculated for the distribution parameters 
[30]. 
 
B. Natural fibres and their composites 
The state-of-the-art in bast fibres and their composites has recently been reviewed by a number of 
authors [35-52].  However, the majority of papers simply present the methodology and results obtained.  
In this review we summarise those papers which contribute to advances in modelling of natural fibre 
reinforcements and their composites. 
 
C. Fibres and fabrics 
Virk et al [53] used confocal scanning laser microscopy and digital image analysis to quantify the cross-
sectional area (CSA) of 106 jute fibres. The fibre CSA was modelled using different geometrical shapes 
(major circle, minor circle, ellipse, super ellipse, convex hull) and the fibre area was estimated for each 
individual case. The area distribution for each case was determined and for all the assumed shapes 
(except for the minor circle) it was observed that the area distribution showed a negative skew indicating 
that the method overestimates the fibre area.  The fibre CSA calculated assuming an elliptical cross-
section gave a lower variation in the fibre area compared to the circular cross-section. The minimum 
elliptical area calculated from the two orthogonal projection widths (a and b) gives the area closest to the 
true fibre area.  Any fibre area calculated using a method that over-estimates the fibre area will always 
underestimate the modulus and strength of the fibre. Thus, using the ellipse will yield an underestimate 
of modulus or strength and hence will result in a safer mechanical design when the fibres are used as 
reinforcement in a composite. 
 
Virk et al [54] proposed that there should be a ―fibre area correction factor‖, κ, to account for the non-
circular cross-section of the fibre.  For the jute fibres in the study, they measured the apparent fibre 
diameter (i.e. projected width) by microscopy transverse to the fibre axis for 785 fibres and correlated 
the data to the measured true cross sectional area of the 106 jute fibres referred to above (taken from 
the same roll of material as the 785 fibres).  The geometric means for the apparent fibre area and the 
measured true fibre area were 2697 µm2 and 1896 µm2 respectively thus giving a fibre area correction 
factor κ of 1.42. 
 
Aslan et al [55] measured cottonised flax fibres to determine the apparent CSA using optical microscopy 
transverse to the fibre axis (399 fibres) and the true CSA using electron microscopy of polished 
embedded samples (585 samples).  Their reported data gives a fibre area correction factor κ of 1.39 (327 
and 236 µm2 respectively).  For the same fibre set, the mean lumen content was 1.6% with >85% of 
fibres having a lumen content <1%. 
 
Thomason et al [56] measured the CSA of individual fibres using transverse optical microscopy of fibres 
mounted on cards and optical microscopy of polished embedded cross-sections.  Linear fits of data on 
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plots of cross-section calculated from apparent diameter against true cross-section had slopes of 2.55 
(flax) and 1.99 (sisal) albeit with R2 of 0.46 and 0.43 respectively.  Twelve individual fibres from each 
plant were measured at ten positions along a 21 mm length of each fibre.  The average CSA at the centre 
or at the ends of the gauge length were greater than the overall respective means and within a range of 
<15% CSA implying that CSA is independent of position along the fibre. 
 
Cosson et al [57] have developed a procedure using optical images of light transmission through samples 
of reinforcement to experimentally measure the spatial variation in areal weight of an isotropic chopped 
strand mat.  For samples from a single roll of quasi-unidirectional jute reinforcement, Virk [58] recorded 
an areal weight of 880 g/m2 at the outside of the roll while Bradbury [59] reported the areal weight to be 
669±60 g/m2 (CoV = 9%) closer to the centre of the roll. 
 
D: Mechanical properties of fibres 
The commercial use of natural fibres as the reinforcement for composites is constrained by a perceived 
high variability in strength.  In an examination of tensile test data from 785 individual tests, Virk et al [60] 
found that the coefficient of variation (CoV) for failure strain is consistently lower than the CoV for 
fracture stress (strength). The use of optical microscopy to determine fibre ‗‗diameter‖ and hence cross-
sectional area may explain this difference as the strength is normally calculated from an assumed cross-
sectional area (CSA). The use of failure strain as the key design criterion was recommended for natural 
fibre composites in order to improve reliability in the design of natural fibre-reinforced composites. 
 
Zafeiropoulos and Baillie [23] have shown that the linear regression and the maximum likelihood methods 
give similar distribution parameters in their work on the tensile strength of flax fibres with different 
surface treatments.  Several authors [e.g. 30-33] have reported that the failure strength and failure 
strain distribution of natural fibres can be described by two-parameter Weibull distributions. 
 
Andersons et al [12] found that the strength distribution of fibres sampled from an E-glass fibre bundle 
agreed with the two-parameter Weibull distribution at each of the gauge lengths considered (i.e. 5, 10, 
20, 40 and 80 mm). However, the Weibull distribution shape parameter determined from the average 
strength vs. length data was considerably higher than that obtained at a fixed gauge length. They 
suggested that for their data, the standard Weibull distribution was not applicable to the fibre batch 
strength, while a modified Weibull distribution was found to provide good agreement with the strength 
data.  The Weibull parameters derived from fibre bundle tests (FBT) for 80 mm gauge length samples 
agreed reasonably well with the single fibre test (SFT test) results, while at longer gauge lengths (160 
and 320 mm) the FBT yields lower shape parameter values. They attributed their results to the presence 
of widely spaced random damage in the fibre bundles due to processing and handling.  Single fibre 
fragmentation (SFF) tests revealed that fragmentation proceeds in agreement with the standard Weibull 
strength distribution, but the distribution parameters for individual fibres possessed a marked scatter.  
The average Weibull shape parameter from SFF was larger than that derived from SFT at constant gauge 
length, but near the value obtained from mean strength vs. length data.  The agreement of SFT and FBT 
test results with a standard Weibull distribution at a single gauge length may be misleading, so they 
recommend that tests at several gauge lengths should be performed to reveal the length dependence of 
fibre strength.  The Weibull distribution shape parameter determined from the average strength vs. 
length data was higher than that for a fixed gauge length.  A modified Weibull distribution (Equation 22) 
provided good agreement with the strength data for the glass fibres considered. 
 
        Equation 22 
 
where independent exponents characterise the mismatch of the fibre strength scatter at a fixed gauge 
length (α) and the average strength dependence on the fibre length (governed by γ/α).  The modified 
Weibull distribution shows the weakest link scaling only when γ=1. 
 
Andersons et al [18] conducted SFT tests on elementary flax fibres at several gauge lengths to obtain 
strength and failure strain distributions.  Both parameters were found to follow the modified Weibull 
distribution (Equation 22).  Both the strength scatter at a fixed gauge length and the dependence of 
mean strength on fibre length should be characterised.  SFF tests revealed that the fibre fragmentation 
process again proceeded in agreement with the two-parameter Weibull distribution of failure strain, but 
with a marked scatter in the distribution parameters for individual fibres. 
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Virk et al [61] conducted one hundred tensile tests at each of five distinct fibre lengths (6, 10, 20, 30 and 
50 mm) on a single batch of jute fibres from South Asia. For the jute fibres tested, the Young‘s modulus 
was found to be ~30 GPa while the ultimate strength and fracture strain are reduced from 558 to 336 
MPa and from 1.79 to 1.11% respectively as the length increases from 6 to 50 mm. Weibull parameters 
for the jute fibres were estimated for each fibre length using a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE, 
referred to as point estimates). Based on the point estimates, two empirical models (a linear and a 
natural logarithmic interpolation model (NLIM)) were developed to characterise the ultimate strength and 
fracture strain across the entire range of the fibre lengths tested (i.e. 6–50 mm). The logarithmic 
interpolation model for ultimate strength and fracture strain was found to produce a better fit to the point 
estimates (i.e. at the five distinct fibre lengths) than the linear model.  Both models produce a better 
estimation for ultimate strength than for fracture strain. 
 
The same authors [62] tested jute technical fibres in tension at ten different gauge lengths between 6 
mm and 300 mm with 50 or 100 tests at long or short gauge lengths respectively to determine the 
Young‘s modulus, strain to failure and ultimate tensile strengths for each individual fibre. Weibull 
distribution parameters calculated using the maximum likelihood parameter estimation method were used 
to quantify the variation. Single parameter (standard) and Multiple Data Set (MDS) weak-link scaling 
predictions were assessed using Anderson–Darling Goodness of Fit Numbers (GOFN). The authors 
recommend the use of MDS weak-link scaling for this problem. The weak-link scaling should be 
performed with at least two points.  It is preferable to use three points with the fibre length at two 
extreme points and a third point near the mean fibre length. 
 
In reference [63], they extended the previously reported NLIM analysis (for fibres up to 50 mm long) to 
include fibres with lengths up to 300 mm. The NLIM produces a significant improvement in predicted 
properties over the MDS model. The use of Anderson–Darling GOFN confirms this finding and reveals a 
reduction factor (MDS model GOFN/logarithmic model GOFN) for this measurement of 2.74 for strength 
and 2.23 for strain. 
 
Andersons et al [64] proposed that Equation 22 could model the strength distribution of elementary flax 
fibres when the strength-length scaling exponent, γσ, used to characterise the interfibre variability is 
related to the scatter in kink band spacings, s, between the fibres.  If m is the shape parameter of the 
spacing distribution, then γσ is given by Equation 23.  In the limiting case of almost identical intervals 
between kink bands, m >>1, γσ tends to unity and the equation reverts to the classical Weibull 
distribution for fibre strength.  The approximate analytical distribution function has been verified against 
experimental data. 
 
          Equation 23 
 
Bast fibres differ from man-made fibres in that they are subject to damage due to exposure to the 
weather, harvesting and subsequent fibre extraction processes.  The flexural loads encountered result in 
compression and shear failures.  These defects are variously referred to as dislocations, kink bands, 
nodes or slip planes [65], although the terms are often used interchangably.  Dai and Fan [66] examined 
1000 hemp fibres, and present photomicrographs of the four types of defect although their rationale for 
the separation of each form is not clear.  Thygesen [67] has proposed that there is a correlation between 
the effective fibre bundle strength (σb) and the number of processing steps which fits an exponential 
curve: 
 
         Equation 24 
 
where σb.0 is the effective bundle strength of unprocessed fibres and r is a constant reduction factor per 
processing step (found to be 0.27 for the flax and hemp fibres studied). 
Andersons et al [68] have derived a strength distribution function to explicitly account for the presence of 
such defects.  If the probability that a length of fibre contains a defect is p and that the probability that 
the fibre is defect-free is 1-p, then the strength distribution for the system will depend on the maximum 
number of defects in the fibre, n.  If the maximum number of defects in a fibre is a power function of its 
length, n(l), then the fibre strength distribution function will be: 
 
      Equation 25 
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Experimental confirmation of this relationship between the distribution of defects and the fibre strength 
distribution requires further research. 
 
E. Microstructures of fibres and composites 
Guild and Summerscales [69] and Summerscales [70] have reviewed the use of microscopy and image 
analysis for the characterisation of fibre-reinforced composite systems.  Summerscales et al [71] used 
image analysis to quantify microstructural features of woven fabric composites.  Even when no difference 
could be discerned by eye, the microstructures could be distinguished using Voronoi tessellation and 
Fractal Dimension and the data correlated to laminate permeability and mechanical properties.  These 
parameters (and possibly lacunarity) appear to show good promise for the development of process-
property-structure relationships, although they have not yet been used in the context of natural fibre 
composites.  A major constraint is the difficulty (especially in optical microscopy) of obtaining good 
contrast between the fibre and matrix phases without altering the structures under observation. 
 
F. Mechanical properties of composites 
The Young‘s modulus of a solid decreases with increasing porosity.  This was first analysed theoretically 
by Mackenzie [72] for the case of a solid containing spherical holes.  Wachtman [73] has summarised the 
nineteen different equations proposed by various authors for the porosity dependence of elastic moduli in 
isotropic materials.  Davidge [74] has suggested that many of these are in the form: 
 
        Equation 26 
 
where Ed is the modulus of the full density material, Ep is the modulus of the porous material, f1 and f2 
are constants and Vp is the volume fraction of pores. 
 
Madsen and Lilholt [75] presented a modified rule of mixtures for natural fibre composites to include a 
simplified term for the influence of porosity on both the axial and transverse composite properties: 
 
         Equation 27 
 
Toftegaard and Lilholt [76] and Madsen et al [77] extended the model to include a variable exponent: 
 
       Equation 28 
 
       Equation 29 
 
where Ex is the elastic modulus of the component, σx is the strength, Vx is the volume fraction of the 
component (assuming Vf + Vm + Vp = 1, i.e. voids but no other inclusions), the subscripts (x) for 
components are c for composite, f for fibres, m for matrix and p for porosity, ηl is the fibre length 
distribution factor, ηo is the fibre orientation distribution factor and nE and nσ are the respective porosity 
efficiency exponent (PEE) quantifying the effect of porosity which causes stress concentrations in the 
composites. When the PEE = 0, the porosity in the composite has no effect beyond lowering the load 
bearing volume. The model was validated with experimental data for volumetric composition and stiffness 
for several (plant) fibre composites. 
 
The fibre orientation distribution factor can be predicted using the Krenchel equation [78]: 
 
         Equation 30 
 
where θi is the angle of the fibres to the reference direction.  If deriving an off-axis angle for quasi-
unidirectional (i.e. sliver with some waviness) it is important to use the mathematical modulus of the 
respective angles before reporting the degree of misalignment as an average of the true values will 
return a value closer to zero. 
 
The elastic modulus of bast fibres reduces with increasing fibre diameter.  The data for fibres assuming a 
linear (Ef = Ef0 - md) decline in modulus with increasing fibre diameter for various natural fibres is given 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1:  Data for linear reduction of modulus with increasing fibre diameter 
Fibre Ef0 (GPa) m (GPa/μm) (Ef0- Ef)/Ef0 (%) Source Reference 
Flax 86.0 1.4 1.6 Lamy and Baley 79 
Jute 45.3 0.3 0.6 Virk et al 61 
Nettle 150.6 3.3 2.2 Bodros and Baley 20 
 
Summerscales et al [45, 80] proposed that a fibre diameter distribution factor, ηd, should be included in 
the rule-of-mixtures as in Equation 31 to reflect this dependence: 
 
        Equation 31 
 
Virk et al [54] introduced the fibre area correction factor, κ (see Section C),  into the rule of mixtures to 
address the discrepancy between the true cross-sectional area of the non-circular fibre and the apparent 
cross-sectional area calculated by measurement of the apparent diameter.  Their proposed full rules-of-
mixture equations for natural fibre composites are: 
 
        Equation 32 
 
while the Kelly-Tyson equation for the strength of unidirectional composites becomes: 
 
         Equation 33 
 
where σ‘ is the ultimate strength and σm* is the stress in the matrix at the failure strain of the fibre.  
Figure 1 [54, 81-87] plots elastic modulus data derived from experiments reported in the scientific 
literature using the standard form of rule of mixtures with ηl=1 and ηo given appropriate values (blue) 
and Equation 32 (red).  In the majority of cases, the latter equation gives a closer estimate of the 
experimental data. 
 
Using λ = (1-Vp), the inclusion of the effect of matrix porosity in Equation 32 gives: 
 
        Equation 34 
 
or if the porosity is present only in the matrix, this may become: 
 
       Equation 35 
 
The models of Rao and Farris [88] and Naik and Madhavan [89] for the tensile modulus of impregnated 
yarn (twisted filaments) account for anisotropy, fibre migration and microbuckling.  However, these 
models are complex and require input data which is not easy to obtain (e.g. all nine elastic constants for 
an orthotropic material). Baets et al [90, 91] have found good agreement between the above predictive 
models and their experimental data from unidirectional flax yarn/epoxy composites. 
 
Madsen et al [92] derived an expression for the mean twist angle, θmean, in a yarn by integrating the 
weighted contribution from the core (x=0) to the yarn surface (x=r) and found that this parameter is a 
function of the yarn surface twist angle, α: 
 
     Equation 36 
 
Shah et al [93] replaced the fibre orientation distribution factor, ηo, in Equation 29 with cos
2q (where q = 
α or 2α) to model the strength of twisted yarn NFRP assuming zero porosity: 
 
        Equation 37 
 
Equation 37 is similar in form to that used to model the effect of microfibril angle on the elastic modulus 
of single plant fibres by McLaughlin and Tait [94].  The cos2(2α) model was found to be a near-perfect fit 
for experimental data from Goutianos and Peijs [95] for aligned flax yarn composites with either 609 tex 
long fibres or 1000 tex short fibres at seven different twist levels. 
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The recently proposed models above have only been validated for limited data sets.  It would be 
appropriate for other researchers to confirm or refute the applicability of these models.  The development 
of these approaches should help to bring natural fibre composites to wider application. 
 
G Conclusions 
This paper has reviewed a number of models proposed for bast fibres and their composites.  A major 
constraint on the adoption of these fibres as reinforcements is the reported variability of the mechanical 
properties.  The variation is greater for modulus and strength than for strain to failure due to an 
assumption of circular fibre cross-sectional area (CSA) and the use of an "apparent diameter" in 
calculation of the stressed area.  A fibre area correction factor (FACF) has been proposed for correction 
of the assumed fibre CSA.  Weibull statistics are used to model the strength of bast fibres. 
 
New rules-of-mixture (ROM) have been reported which introduce additional parameters not normally 
required for synthetic fibre composites (porosity, fibre diameter distribution, FACF and yarn twist).  In 
each case, these parameters default to unity when not applicable and the ROM reverts to the standard 
form.  The evidence presented for each of the above models has only been validated for a small number 
of data sets.  It would be appropriate for other researchers to confirm or refute the applicability of the 
recently proposed models.  Successful development of these approaches should help to bring natural 
fibre composites to wider commercial application. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of predicted moduli from rule of mixtures without (blue) and with (red) 
the Fibre Area Correction Factor.  The x-axis numbers are the respective references from 
which the data was extracted for analysis with the letters indicating individual data sets 
(reference 54 is data from the authors of this paper). 
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